Figure 1: An implementation architecture of scenario-based simulations
In the Prepare phase a communication expert iteratively develops a scenario in the scenario editor as a directed acyclic graph of steps, and specifies the respective scores and feedback per step. Compared to the GIFT framework (Goldberg, Sottilare, & Sinatra, 2015) which offers a talking head with a question-answer natural language interface, we focus on scripted communication scenarios.
The graph represents the pedagogical communication content knowledge of the expert. It is validated against a schema that describes the structure of scenarios. The scenario parser uses the graph to generate a scenario specific reasoner. At run-time the game interacts with the scenario reasoner, which provides information about the possibilities at each step in the series of interactions. Incremental scores and emotion parameters are fed-back by the reasoner to the game. The game user interface shows a virtual character and an appropriate background location, and uses the game logic to present the game to the user/student.
Usability of authoring environments often comes at the expense of expressiveness (Murray, 2003) . Our scenario editor tries to combine usability and expressiveness for the domain of communication scenarios. Besides standard sequence, choice, and conditional options, two unique aspects we offer in our scenarios are interleaving (Heeren & Jeuring, 2011) and premature endings. Interleaving is particularly useful when students have to perform multiple (sub)tasks, but the order in which these tasks are performed is not important. Premature endings enable a student to skip the following steps in a sequence. Interleaving and premature endings add expressiveness to the editor, and give the author the possibility to obtain a high-level view of a scenario. The editor is implemented in JavaScript and runs in a web-browser, which makes it easily accessible to domain experts. 
Game

Next steps
The Reflect phase is not directly implemented in the Communicate! game, but under development as an independent component that analyses the play-throughs of students and provides insight into student behavior. Effectivity of scenario development, especially using statistical mechanisms like Cronbach's alpha or RIT (Rasch unit scale) values is also an area for future research.
We compared our editor with four dialogue/scenario editors available in the Unity asset store. These assets range from simple tools without advanced features to advanced tools that need a game-developer to program/simulate the game. One of the primary goals of ITSs is to allow practicing educators to become more involved in their creation (Murray, 2003) . Communicate! has been well adopted already, and is used by more than twenty teachers/teaching assistants in the above mentioned domains, and played by over a thousand students.
In conclusion, our implementation architecture for communication scenarios allows domain experts to develop scenarios for practicing communication skills without knowledge of the implementation of the simulation.
